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Welcome to Brothers of the Word, because, Brother, you need the Word. 
 
Today, this is the last message in “The Case for War” series. I have been speaking 
for the last three messages dealing with war and how there is sometimes a 
necessity that we must engage in and we must fight war. If you have not heard the 
prior three messages, I want you to go to AirJesus.com and just click Series, and 
you will be able to hear the complete series on “The Case for War”.  Message No. 1 
was entitled “The Case for War”; Message No. 2, “Who is the Enemy?”; Message No. 
3, “The Weapons of War”; and today’s message, “The Tactics of War”. 
 
Now, war is something that we may not think that we deal with, because we are not 
in the military; but trust me, you fight a battle every day of your life in one form or 
another and you have enemies, whether they are spiritual or whether they are 
natural. But we fight a battle every single day of our lives. 
 
The most venerated book in the world dealing with war is actually an old ancient 
Chinese text. It is called :”The Art of War” by Sun Tzu, and it was written back in 
the 6th Century B.C., Before Christ, by this ancient Chinese military strategist. 
“The Art of War” is the most studied, the most renowned book dealing with the 
tactics and the methods of war.  Now, you cannot go to a military academy or 
graduate being a military leader and not have extensively studied the book called 
“The Art of War”. As a matter of fact, even in most of your top corporations now, it 
is required reading for their executives, because business is war. You have territory 
and competition and battles, and you are trying to get ahead and you have enemies 
that are called completion. So even businesses have recognized the value of 
understanding correct strategies in war. 
 
Sun Tzu’s book, “The Art of War”, is really a brilliantly written book. I want to ask 
you a question:  do you think that Satan is a master warrior? I hear some people 
talk about, “I have got Satan under my feet.” No, you do not. Oh, no, you do not. 
That Satan is a bad boy, let nobody fool you. I very rarely talk about the devil, but I 
am aware that Satan is a bad boy. Satan was the prettiest and the most powerful 
angel in all of Heaven. Satan is a bad boy. One thing that you can use to check 
anything, all you have to do is check results. He has got some pretty good results. 
His whole agenda is to kill, steal and destroy. Satan has more people on the Earth 
than God. 
 
The Old Testament and the New Testament say that, and it is not just a narrow 
margin; Satan just does not have two people for every one person God has.  Satan 
has about 200. So, Satan has a lot of folks.  That boy is good! You have to 
understand that when you are dealing with a master warrior, Satan has more 
experience than you do. He has been at it much longer than you have. He was there 
in the Garden of Eden and fooled them then. So Satan has been at it a long time, he 
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is good, he is an expert, he has  read the book, he knows more Scripture than you 
do. So Satan is good, and you have to understand the quality of the adversary. 
 
I heard one preacher say, “I’ve got Satan on the run!” He said the only problem is, 
“He is behind me, and I am in front running from him.” So even though he has 
Satan on the run, see, that is the way most of us are now:  we are running from 
Satan. Satan is a tough fellow! He has stuff that really gets to us. 
 
I want to deal with the four basic strategies or tactics that Sun Tzu outlined in his 
book, because they are still classics and still truth. You have to understand how the 
adversary works, because the tactics of war, it does not really matter which side it 
is; the tactics are the same.  If you have an M16 rifle or an AK47, it does not matter 
whose side the rifle is on; the rifle will kill. You better know how to work your rifle, 
no matter which side you are on. The tactics and the weapons of war apply to both 
sides. 
 
Sun Tzu basically outlined four fundamental strategies of war. He outlined those 
strategies from the worst to the best, and Satan knows those strategies. I can see in 
life how Satan uses those strategies, and you need to understand the strategies and 
the tactics that are used in war, for good or for bad, so that you will understand 
them. 
 
I am going to start with the worse strategy. This is the strategy that the worst 
leader will use. Sun Tzu described things in the old the martial-combat 
methodology’ but he said the worst thing of the four, the least of the brilliant 
strategies, the worst thing that you can do, is attack an enemy’s fortified cities. 
That is why Satan does not attack you in your strong points. When Satan comes 
after you, he is not going to attack your fortified cities. That is why Satan does not 
attack me with the temptation of drugs. No, Satan is not going to have anybody 
come up to me and say, “Look, Man, you want some red poppers or some blue devils, 
or what about some skanks?” Satan is not going to come up to me offering me red 
poppers, blue devils or skanks. 
 
Now, some of you do not know what skanks are. I just made that up, because I do 
not want any of you going out to your dealer tomorrow, talking about, “Hey, Man, 
you got some of those skanks the pastor was talking about?” 
 
So Satan is not going to attack me with red poppers, blue devils or skanks, because 
I just do not have a weakness to drugs. I have never been involved in it, have no 
desire, no temptation. He is not going to attack me in that realm. Satan is going to 
attack me not in the fortified city; he is going to attack me where I have a weak 
spot, a low spot in the wall where something is unprotected. 
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We just left the 5:00 a.m. Saturday morning prayer service the other night so filled 
with the Hoy Spirit, I could feel the Holy Ghost just all over them:  just hands 
waving, just praising and just feeling fortified with the Holy Spirit. As I was getting 
ready to the leave, getting ready to walk out of the door, one of the ladies, one of the 
sisters who had attended the prayer service, came up to me and  asked me a 
question. Now, this question seems innocuous. It seems very simple, very innocent; 
but it was an attack in the area that was unfortified. 
 
I know you’re saying, “What kind of question could a lady ask you right after a 5:00 
a.m. Saturday morning prayer service?” This is the question that she asked me. She 
said, “What kind of cake do you want?” Now, this lady is an awesome cook. I mean, 
the stuff she makes is just delicious; she is an awesome cook. She wasn’t talking 
about a slice of cake; she was talking about a whole, big full cake, and she said,” 
What kind of cake do you want?” 
 
I recognized it and saw it right then. See, that was not in my fortified city. That was 
an area of weakness, and I had to stand there and just shake. I told her, “I do not 
need any kind of cake.” I said, “But if you just have to make a cake ...” “I do not need 
any kind of cake; but if you just have to make a cake, my favorite kind of cake is 
German chocolate if you just have to make a cake. But I do not need any kind of 
cake.” 
 
The problem is, now, I know you are saying, “Well, Pastor, that is not an evil thing 
about cake.” The problem is, if I got that cake, Pastor will eat that whole cake in a 
short period of time, and that thing is just not good on my body. I know it while I’m 
eating it. I know it every slice, every bite, every spoonful; I know it without 
question. But it is not in my fortified city. The devil is not going to attack me with 
red poppers, blue devils and skanks. He is going to ask me, “What kind of the cake 
do you want?” 
 
Turn to the person next to you and just ask them, “What kind of cake do you want?”  
 
Trust me, this old master, this old warrior, this old general of jive, he knows what 
kind of cake you like. See, some of you may not have a weakness for cake at all; but 
it may be somebody named Baby Cakes. That old master knows what kind of cake 
you like. The attack of the fortified city is the least of the brilliant attacks. 
 
The third best, Sun Tzu says, is to attack their army. This is an army that is outside 
of the gates of the city. You see, there are some things that you know are wrong and 
you are fighting right now. You’ve got your dukes up. You are ready for battle; but 
you know that this is a weak point, just like I know that cake is a weak point for 
me. I understand that. I am ready for war with it and I may have to get it and give 
it to C. Elijah. But I will have a battle with it; I will have a fight with it. 
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So Sun Tzu said the third-best is that you attack their army. You know that you are 
up against a fight, and you know you have a battle, and you attack the army.  
 
The second-best, second only to the best method of attack, Sun Tzu says the second-
best strategy in war is that you attack their alliances. See, no kingdom stands on its 
own. That is why in the Bible, always the kingdoms would have to ally with one 
another, and you would have three or four kings that would go against four or five 
kings. He said the second-best method of attack is that, you attack their alliances; 
in other words, you attack their relationships. You see, if you can attack 
relationships, there are several different levels of relationship attacks. So if you can 
attack the relationship and if you can get the kings warring against each other, you 
do not even have to fight. 
 
I told you in a message I went to see the movie “War”. Well, what the man did in 
“War”, he wanted to destroy both sides; so, what he did, he went and stirred up 
something that pitted both of them against each other, and they just about killed off 
each other! 
 
If you can attack relationships, see, all the devil has to do, if he can turn you 
against your friend or your brother or your mother or your father or your husband 
or your wife, he does not even have to fight you. If he can turn and he can tear down 
your alliances, your relationships, he does not even have to lift a finger. All he has 
to do is tear up and destroy relationship, and you are not going to be good for 
anything if you are begging, battling and you do not have alliances. But, see, when 
you are strong, that is why the Bible says, “When two or more are gathered in My 
Name”; that is relationship. Do you know how much more you can handle and how 
much more you can go through when you have someone by your side? 
 
That is why Jesus never sent the disciples out alone. He always sent them out two 
by two. He understood alliance, and He understood relationship. That is why God 
looked down at Adam and had to give Adam somebody. But with Eve, Satan went in 
and attacked relationship! 
 
So if you can attack relationship, this is why you have to understand the tactics of 
war:  so that you will understand what is happening to you, and all Satan has to do 
is turn you against one another; and especially the closer the person is to you, the 
more damage it does. A lot of times when people were not able to assassinate 
leaders because they could not get close to them, they had to recruit someone close 
to them so they could kill him. If you get someone close to you who turns against 
you, they can destroy you. The second-best method:  you destroy alliances and 
relationship. 
 
Absolutely the best strategy, here’s Sun Tzu 600 years before the birth of Christ, 
understanding the mechanisms and the techniques of war. He said the absolute 
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master, the absolute genius, the absolute brilliant strategist, does not attack a 
fortified city, does not attack an army, does not even attack relationships. The 
absolute brilliant strategist, the absolute master, attacks the enemies’ plans. He 
goes in and destroys from the onset of the thing. He takes the plans. You see, you 
have to understand, most of us battle on those other levels, not understanding that 
the real master operates by trying to destroy plans. 
 
Jeremiah 29:11 says:  “For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord:  plans 
to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.” The King 
James says:  “For I know the thoughts that I have for you”; but the NIV says, “I 
know the plans”. 
 
Don’t you understand that God has plans for you to prosper in everything? He plans 
for you to be in health? So these are the plans of God, and Satan is the mortal 
enemy of God; so Satan understands the works of Sun Tzu already, he knows. So 
Satan knows if he can go in and if he can destroy the plans God has for you … 
 
See, some of you think that the devil has simply stolen your stuff; and that is the 
truth, but that is not the full truth. The devil has often thwarted the plans God has 
for you. When you understand the difference between the levels of thinking of plans 
and stuff, you will understand that a true master does not attack what you have; he 
attacks what you are supposed to have. It is two different things, because if you can 
get to the person before they get it, see, once they get it, they are a lot stronger. If 
you can attack a person before they get it, they won’t have it, and they will never 
even know they are missing it. 
 
Some of you right now, the plans of God has had for you, you do not even 
understand the greatness that God has in store for you. The devil has gone in, and 
he tries to get it as early as possible, while you are still a budding Christian, while 
the Spirit is still fresh. He tries to get before it can manifest, and you never even 
know that it is missing. 
 
That is why when Jesus was born, Herod tried to kill Jesus before He could get out 
of the cradle. He knew that he needed to get Him quick! See, Herod was the leader, 
and leaders are generally not in leadership positions by accident. They usually have 
some sense to get there. So Herod knew that if he was going to stop this mighty 
Man, he needed to stop this Man before He grew up. He knew the plans, because 
the Wise Men said, “We have seen His star in the sky. Here comes a great Master, a 
great Leader who will change the world.” 
 
Herod said, “Shoot, I am the great leader around here. If I am going to stop this 
Rascal, I need to stop Him before He can grow up. I need to get Him in the crib. I 
need to kill Him now!” So Herod sent out and did his best to try to stop Jesus while 
He was still in His infancy stage. 
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That is the same thing Pharaoh did. When Pharaoh saw that the children of Israel 
were becoming mighty, he said, “I need to kill the boys the minute they come out of 
the womb.” And he instructed the midwives, “If  it is a boy, kill him right there, 
because these folks are starting to get strong and I need to destroy them the minute 
they are born. I need to kill the plans! I need to kill them in infancy.” 
 
Some of you are thinking that, “Oh, I am having such a hard time on this job. I am 
about to lose my job.” If you knew the plans, God may have planned for you to own 
the company. See, we do not know the plans. So if we knew the plans, see, that is 
why you have to have a clear understanding of your destiny. When you know your 
destiny, you are able to put things in perspective. 
 
That is one of the benefits even of the prophetic anointing: it can give you a glimpse 
into the future and know why this thing is important, and you’ll know what you are 
supposed to do. So when you know you are not there, you know, “Wait a minute, 
something is standing in my way here. I am supposed to do this.” You will 
understand some things that will allow you to go further and to do more, and you 
will know the plans God has for you. 
 
James knows that he is supposed to be in world leadership, so that is his plan. He 
breaths it, he understands it; he knows that is his destiny. Sometimes God will 
show us a glimpse of our plans, and when you know your plans, He will not let the 
devil steal the thing. 
 
God has spoken to me:  “The next church you build, you are going to build a church 
with 4200 seats in it”. Now, I am saying to myself, “How? Where? How?” That is not 
my issue; but, see, I know the plans.  So if something happened and the devil came 
in and I let the devil destroy this church, he does not destroy 200; he destroys 4200, 
because he will get your plans! That is why you have to know the plans that God 
has for you. 
 
A master destroys the plans. He destroys it at birth. And trust me, we are dealing 
with the master deceiver. There were some things that are birthed and born in your 
life, and its most delicate and vulnerable time is at its conception. When that 
quickening comes and you feel it and you know this is of God, that is the time the 
enemy says, “Look, the best chance I have to stop them is right now, before this 
thing can take root.” You will feel the enemy trying to pluck and pick and dig and 
steal what should be yours. 
 
For many of you, he has already stolen it, and you’ve got to go and get it back, 
because it is the plans that he has stolen from you. Sometimes we focus on the little 
stuff, not understanding the bigger picture of the plans. 
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What has God planned for your life? See, there are some things that you know God 
has planned. You know He has planned for you to be healthy, for you to be 
sufficient, for you to have joy in the Spirit. You know God has planned for you to 
live in the joy of the Holy Ghost. So if this stuff is missing, then you have to ask 
yourself, “Under whose plan am I living? Am I living under God’s plan?” because 
Satan has a plan for your life, too:  to steal, kill and destroy it. 
 
Now, under which plan are you living? If you are seeing the manifestations of 
Satan’s plan, you have to go back to the original plan. You have to go back to what 
God has destined and ordained for your life; but you have to first of all even know 
what it is. You need to first of all start reading so that you can read in His Word 
what God has destined and ordained for your life. Then you can start rebuking 
everything that you know is not in line with God’s destiny for your life. 
 
There will always be a battle; it never stops. Even when the disciples walked with 
Jesus, Satan was right there with them. Even when the disciples came and Jesus 
told them, “There is a Holy Spirit. God surely has revealed this to you.” The next 
thing He said out of His mouth was, “Get thee behind Me, Satan.” Satan was right 
there in the midst of it. He is always going to be there, waiting for an opportunity, 
waiting to see what your cake is so that he can offer it to you, you can take a big bite 
of it and you start moving to the road of sickness. 
 
God wants you prosperous, healthy and full of joy, because you are His child and we 
are His children. But you’ve got to know the plans, because the thief comes at his 
best and he is good. The thief comes to take the plans that God has for us. 
 
I thank you for joining us today at Brothers of the Word. If you need to hear this 
message again, just go to AirJesus.com, and you can listen to the entire series. 
 
Thank you for joining Brothers of the Word, because, Brother, you need the Word. 
 
I hope that you are ready for a little bit more of a battle now, because the battle is 
there, it is constant, and Satan even only leaves us to come back at a more 
opportune time when we have a door open or a window cracked. 

 


